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Meeting for Worship: 10:30a Sundays
First Day School: 10:45a 2nd and 4th Sundays
1837 Forest Ave Portland, ME 04103
portlandfriendsmeeting.org
207-200-6544

Connections
Co-Clerks
Brad Bussiere-Nichols
pfmbrad@gmail.com 207-756-5586
Jennifer Frick
jfrick47@gmail.com 207-939-1312

“Are meetings for worship held in expectant waiting for divine guidance? Are you faithful and
punctual in attendance? Do you come in a spirit of openness with heart and mind prepared
for communion with God? Do both silent and vocal ministry arise in response to the leading
of the Holy Spirit? Do all other activities of your meeting find their inspiration in worship,
and do they, in turn, help to uphold the worshipping group?”
— 1985 New England Yearly Meeting Faith and Practice

Treasurer, Contributions

Jane Mullen, 215–421–5257
jmmmaine@aol.com
Acting Treasurer, Operating Account
Muriel Allen
murielpfm@gmail.com

Treasurer, Special Funds
Special Needs Funds

Elizabeth Szatkowski 207-274-3564

Ministry and Counsel
Beth Bussiere-Nichols
Christine Fletcher

Pastoral Care Coordinator
Christina Davis 518-0784

Calendar
February 8

5p Youngish adults potluck

February 9

10:30a Youth Religious Education
No Adult Religious Education

February 14

6p Women's potluck at Els Heij (details inside)

February 16

12-1:30p Book discussion, "White Fragility," bag lunch

February 23

10:30a Youth Religious Education
Rise of Meeting, Family Promise Listening Session

March 2

6p Traveling Minister Visit, Portland Friends Meetinghouse

Childcare Coordinator

Susan Grannell 401-413-5951
pfm-nurserycoordinator@googlegroups.com

Monthly

Religious Education

First Sunday:

Adult Religious Education: On Haitus
Youth: Luke Hankins 207-200-6042
Youth Religious Education Coordinator:
Andy Grannell 207-878-8698
grannell90@gmail.com

Every Sunday: 10:30a Meeting for Worship
9a Meeting for Worship for the Conduct of Business

2nd & 4th Sundays: 10:45a First Day School
Second Saturdays: 5-8p Youngish adults potluck
Bart Czyz, btczyz@gmail.com, 207 899 5937

Use of the Meetinghouse
Lise Wagner 232-1778
lise.r.wagner@gmail.com

e-group coordinator
pfm.email.list.owner@gmail.com
Newsletter submissions

Heather Denkmire
pfmnewsletter@grantwinners.net

Address change details

Dennis Redfield
dennis.lee.redfield@gmail.com

A meeting-wide retreat is in the works for May
29-31st at the Meetinghouse. More details to
follow about this intergenerational opportunity
for community building and spiritual deepening.

Portland Friends Meeting
Meeting for Worship for the Conduct of Business
February 2, 2019
We began in silent worship at 9:04 am, with 15 members and attenders present.
Our presiding clerk, Jennifer Frick, read query #2 from the 1985 NEYM Faith and Practice:
Are meetings for worship held in expectant waiting for divine guidance? Are you faithful and punctual in attendance?
Do you come in a spirit of openness with heart and mind prepared for communion with God? Do both silent and vocal
ministry arise in response to the leading of the Holy Spirit? Do all other activities of your meeting find their inspiration
in worship, and do they, in turn, help to uphold the worshipping group?
1. January minutes. The minutes from our January Meeting for Business were accepted as printed in the newsletter.
2. Treasurers report for January 2020. Muriel Allen presented this report showing our expenditures and income in January,
with a surplus of income over expanses. We accepted her report with gratitude.
Financial summary for Portland Friends Meeting – Jan 2020 1 months = 8.33%
Year to date

% of budget

Income
Donations
Rent
Endowment
Other
Total **
Expenses
Meeting house
Meeting committees
PFM contributions to
other organizations
Total **
Balance ****

$

5,396
510
1,000
0
$ 6,906

9%
10%
8%

$ 1,854
2,565
0

7%
6%
0%

$ 4,419

6%

9%

$ 2,487

3. Ministry and Counsel. Christine Fletcher reported for Ministry and Counsel. They recommend with great joy Judith A.
Spross (Judy) for membership, and membership transfer of Margaret Rotundo (Peggy) to Portland Friends Meeting from
Lewiston Meeting. Friends enthusiastically approved both of these recommendations, knowing that both Judy and Peggy are
already actively involved in our meeting. In our new process, we had a clearness committee for Peggy Rotundo, who is
transferring rather than applying for new membership.
Ministry and Counsel is planning another intergenerational worship on March 29, 2020 (a fifth Sunday)
There is a movement in the works to have an all meeting retreat – probably be at the meeting house the weekend of May 29
– 31, with guest presenter Hillary Burgin.
We look forward to welcoming Mey Hasbrook, a member of Kalamazoo Meeting, who will be visiting us on March 1, 2020
with a concern to bridge earth care with concern for human communities. She will visit Friends School, and will be meeting
with Portland Friends for a pot luck and sharing on March 1nd. Jay O’Hara help arranged for her visit. She will be carrying
this travel minute from Kalamazoo Meeting, endorsed by Lake Erie Yearly meeting in session on 7/28/19:
We, Kalamazoo Friends Monthly Meeting, commend to you our dear friend and member, Mey Hasbrook. We have
discerned with her that Spirit calls her to travel in the ministry. Mey is led to nourish right relationship through spiritual
roots. She seeks to bridge care of the Earth with care of human communities. Among the world community of Friends,
Mey draws upon indigenous teachings and her experience as an artist and activist to shine new light on sustainability.
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We wish Mey well in her travels. We look forward to learning of her work among you and appreciate your care of her
during her absence from us.
Yours in the Light,
Kathy Ossmann & Janet Clawford Co-clerks on behalf of Kalamazoo Friends Meeting.
Christine also introduced a first draft of the State of Society Report, seeking our feedback at the meeting. Typically, it will
then be reviewed by Ministry and Counsel in February, and another draft will be brought back to March business meeting
for final consideration.
Beth Bussiere-Nichols read this draft of the report, noting that we are welcome to email her (at beth.bussiere@gmail.com)
Draft State of Society Portland Friends Meeting 2019
In autumn, we can look out the Meetinghouse window and watch a squirrel bury an acorn. We know that the acorn will
grow to be an oak tree, only an oak tree. Though we understand the DNA of every cell in the seed carries that exquisite
recipe, the waiting cells don’t know what they will be. They abide. We are called to be part of God’s dream for the
world. We don’t know what we are called to be; the roots that go deep, the structure that lifts to the Light, the xylem
that carries water from earth to sky. We only know that we are called to be the Waiting Cells, the Seed, to abide with
open hands and open hearts, ready to unfold. Here we are! Shape us to the need!
Our Meeting for Worship is a good place to learn more deeply how to abide. We are often nurtured by rich, vibrant
silence. We are reminded that the Spirit so clearly present in our gathered worship is ever with us. Gathering with our
beloved community gives us a chance to gaze at faces across the circle. Though we usually have sixty-five people on
Sunday mornings, spoken ministry is often given generous space. Occasionally we have long messages, which remind
us to seek the heart of a message before standing as well as giving some Friends a chance to practice forgiveness.
Widely-read emailed announcements and a brimming monthly newsletter have allowed us at the rise of meeting to
give highlights and point to connections instead of slogging through details.
Meeting for Business reflects spiritual attention to the decisions of the community, demonstrating the loving kindness of
business conducted in the manner of Friends. Items come to business meeting well-seasoned reflecting good work by
committees. Nominating finds people for service in more than one hundred positions. Buildings and Grounds are
responsible caretakers for the physical side of our spiritual home which is rented by many community groups. Pastoral
Care organizes meals and rides and wants their availability to be more visible. Most committee work and individual
tasks reflect a broad strong community though still a small number of people do more than their share and become
tired. Adult Religious Education which had a lively well-attended Quakerism 101 in the spring is struggling to put
together a program that attracts folks in the early hour. Many in Portland Friends Meeting are active in social action
ministry in the wider world, including Friends who have stepped forward to commit civil disobedience for Climate
Action. Yet Peace and Social Concerns committee struggles to find its leading in the meeting. Finding ways to support,
not just appreciate, those called to ministry is a longing expressed by many voices.
The Spirit is lively in some areas that are relatively new or ad hoc. We are growing in our recognition of whose land we
occupy. Racial Justice Committee has sparked engagement with programs including a group reading of Braiding
Sweetgrass facilitated by Mihku Paul of the Maliseet People. Welcoming Group has opened many new opportunities
including organizing hearty snacks and rearranging furniture to help build community at rise of meeting. One of our
young adult groups is holding mid-week meeting for worship and others worship during the week in the room of a
member with limited mobility. Ministry and Counsel is nurturing book groups for deeper sharing of our spiritual
journeys.
One challenge of a large meeting is to find space for deeper conversations and to find ways to build bridges between
those spaces. Youth Religious Education Committee with the assistance of our paid part-time coordinator builds
community by providing a warm program that is welcoming to children and parents. There is a nursery with a paid staff
person every Sunday and childcare for other meeting functions by request. Every other week there are religious
education classes for Thunder Quakes, Middles and Teens. One bridge we built was experimenting with an entire
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meeting for worship that included the whole community. We created space for younger friends with semi-program
worship and blankets in the center of the room. We are beginning to explore ways to build more bridges.
Our involvement with Family Promise is in its third year. It is a collaborative program that brings together
congregations of many faiths to house homeless families who would be split up in the local shelter system. We enter
deeply into the ministry of hospitality four weeks a year by providing overnight housing, supper and breakfast at our
meetinghouse. During the day children go to school and parents go to program to look for jobs and housing with
good success. Because Portland has seen a large influx of asylum seekers many of our families are new to the country.
We build community with each other as we cook food and make beds. As we eat and play with those who speak a
different language or struggle with poverty we build community with the wider world. In this time to provide welcome
is not just an act of hospitality but an act of resistance.
Portland Friends Meeting added nine new members, several of whom transferred in from Lewiston Monthly Meeting
as it was laid down. We gained one new baby. We said goodbye to several longtime elder members. This year a
Friend was suddenly taken from us who for decades had filled many roles with hard work, insight, humor and
enthusiasm. We were left grieving and gasping, trying to cope and fill the many holes that he left behind, leading us to
seek comfort and strength in the Everlasting Arms.
Portland Friends turns expectantly to the new year. We only know that we are called to be the Waiting Cells, the Seed,
to abide with open hands and open hearts, ready to unfold. Here we are! Shape us to the need!
We were encouraged to submit small suggestions or corrections directly to Ministry and Counsel.
4. Welcoming and Fellowship Work Group. Dorothy Grannell reported, summarizing a written report that began as
follows. The entire report is appended to these minutes. Friends voiced appreciation for the careful and vital work of this
committee.
Welcoming and Fellowship is a time limited work group and not a committee. Our purpose is to invite ideas that will
strengthen fellowship among those who attend our meeeting and to welcome newcomers. In the late spring we will
evaluate what has been done of the last two years and determine if it should be a standing committee, remain a working
group with a fluid membership, or say our work is done.
5. Family Promise. Judy Spross reported for Family Promise, summarizing the written report that is included here. On
Sunday, February 23rd at rise of meeting, there will be a listening session to get input on our hosting (general feedback,
what is working, what could be better, and for recruiting for a food volunteer coordinator).
On March 22nd, Greater Portland Family Promise will hold a volunteer appreciation event from 4 – 6 pm at Woodfords
Congregation Church. All volunteers are welcome. There will be food, music, and maybe some former guests as well.
More details to follow but please save the date. We look forward to seeing you there and to recognize the life-changing
work that our volunteers do every day.
Signup is available for April hosting week, at https://signup.com/go/kdvtZhZ.
Courtney Tabor-Abbott, of Greater Portland Family Promise, offered us the following report: The past month and a half
have brought lots of family transitions for GPFP. Since the last coordinator meeting in the fall, we have had 4 families enter
GPFP and 2 families move into housing. We currently have 3 families in the program. Courtney has found someone within
our network of former guests who would be willing to accompany the families to the congregation on Sunday evenings to
serve as an interpreter during the initial orientation to the space. (I, Judy, will plan to arrange this with Courtney for April
hosting)/
Family Promise statistics
GPFP collects program statistics and updates them periodically. Here are some stats that might interest you regarding our
numbers for 2019 and since opening 2.5 years ago.
Please note that the numbers of families/individuals served include families still in the program, not just exited families.
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Family Promise statistics (cont-)
2020 statistics to date:
•Families served: 4
•Individuals served: 18
•Families housed: 1
2019 statistics:
•Families served: 17
•Individuals served: 78
•Families housed: 13
•2019 housing success rate = 93%

Totals since opening in July 2017
•167 individuals served
•40 families served
•97 children under 18
•36 children ages 5 and under
•58% of people served are children
•37% of children served are ages 5 and under
•88% of families served are newly arrived immigrant families (35 out of 40)
•31 families housed
Overall Housing success rate is 84%, 31 out of 37

6. Youth Religious Education. Andy Grannell reported, summarizing this written report:
1. The “Faith & Play” training session led by Melinda Wenner Bradley will be held on May 7-8, 2020 at Durham Friends
Meeting. We will be seeking nominations for those current and prospective teachers and parents interested in being
trained. We will be purchasing such training books as Faith & Play: Quaker Stories for Friends Trained in the Godly
Play® Method. second edition ($20).
2. With PFM’s high-speed internet connection lying in wait, the collection of FGC resources expanding, and an unexpended end-of-the-year financial capacity, I purchased a VISIO 40”- Smart TV, which is one of the top-rated of 2019,
along with a two-year contract for service. I reorganized the prospective shelf in the upstairs Teen/multipurpose room.
With the aid of Fritz Weiss, I recycled two TVs, and we succeeded in coaxing the new smart TV into its present fully
interactional and functional state.
3. On Friday afternoon, January 11th, I met with Sally Farneth (an expert on Quaker religious education) and Dorothy.
Together we pulled out the several boxes of books and recently purchased curricula from an upstairs closet. Following
this, I separated the curriculum resources in ten banker boxes. Soon they will be transported to a standing teacher's
resource bookcase, which will be installed in the back classroom next to the existing YREC supply case.
4. We currently have registered: 13 ‘Thunders’, 17 ‘Middlers,’ and 10 ‘Teens’ for a total registration of K-12 of 40.
Currently, there are two new families with two children with each to register. Attendance for the past two YREC
Sundays has averaged 20 with distinct challenges posed by the fluctuations for the Middlers.
7. Other: Report on Threshing Session held on January 26, 2020 [Because Arthur Fink was directly involved with this item,
he stepped aside from the clerk’s table. Lyn Ballou recorded this portion of the meeting.]
Brad Bussiere-Nichols read the following report from Mary Tracy of last week's threshing session:
Thirteen people gathered at 12:15 PM to consider a draft minute offered for the meeting’s approval by Aaiyn Foster and
Arthur Fink. Arthur and Aaiyn spoke of their own clarity that the pardon of Edward Gallagher by President Trump needed
to be condemned by a public minute from our meeting.
Almost all present spoke, some in agreement with the minute overall, but wanting some clarifications and changes.
However, more people questioned the underlying premise that addressing the violation of a rule of war implies the
approval of war, which is inconsistent with Friends’ Peace Testimony, and were not in favor of moving this minute forward.
There appeared to be some energy around having the meeting community pursue these questions:
What does the Peace Testimony say to us in the present day?
How do we state the Peace Testimony for the world in a way that makes it real again?
What can we learn from other meetings, AFSC, FCNL, and examples such as the Quakers in Kenya creating peace
teams to bring warring sides together?
How do we act on the conviction to choose love?
How do we move forward to decrease violence and inequality?
There was no clarity about concrete steps to take beyond offering this report. We closed at 1:20 PM.
Respectfully,
Mary Tracy, facilitator
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We declined to endorse the original minute. The Clerk asked whether there was energy to form an ad hoc group to pursue
the questions raised about the peace testimony, or about our process for considering minutes suggested outside of
committees. Given the lateness of the hour, we postponed further discussion to the next meeting for worship for the conduct
of business.
8. Closing. Our meeting closed in silent workshop at 10:30 am, with about 24 members and attenders present, purposing
to meet again, God willing, at 9:00 am on Sunday March 1, 2020.
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur Fink,
Co-Recording Clerk
Appendix: Complete Report of the Welcoming & Fellowship Work Group, by Dorothy Grannell
Welcoming and Fellowship is a time limited work group and not a committee. Our purpose is to invite ideas that will
strengthen fellowship among those who attend our meeeting and to welcome newcomers. In the late spring we will
evaluate what has been done of the last two years and determine if it should be a standing committee, remain a working
group with a fluid membership, or say our work is done.
Portland Friends have taken to the idea of building fellowship by initiating two successful intergenerational game nights
at the meetinghouse. Some have begun book groups hosted in homes. An idea about a women’s potluck has led to one
being hosted on February 14 as an exploratory event to see if there is interest and if more should be held in homes.
New handouts have been printed. They came from Friends General Conference and are half sheet flyers with titles like:
What do Quakers Believe, What Happens in Quaker Worship. They are co-branded with the meeting name and Friends
General Conference. They are in the foyer and may be handed out on Sundays. Interested Friends will find them in the
literature rack on the foyer table. A hand out with specific information about Portland Friends Meeting is yet to be revised.
Two posters about how to get involved in meeting and how we all can be welcoming are posted in the parlor and foyer.
We are now into our second season of providing snacks after worship. It is with a great deal of gratitude to all who have
provided snacks and those enjoyed the refreshments. It is providing a time to meet people and share. Recently, managing
the process has changed hands from Valarie Todd to Mary Tracy. We are thankful to both for getting us started and keeping
us going. Mary has clarified the task list for volunteers and included a list of last minute substitutes if you find you need a last
minute replacement on a Sunday. When you receive your reminder notice you will see who is scheduled on other weeks. If
you are not able to be here on your assigned day you are asked to try to swap with someone on a different week. It is
important to see that your week is covered for providing snacks, set up and clean up. This winter there have been times
when only one person showed up who had not been notified that the others were not coming. A fourth volunteer is being
added to each week so there are enough people to set up the snack and beverages as well as clean up. We have lost a few
volunteers who decided it is too much to do when only one person comes. This is a reminder about the importance of
communicating with each other.
Snack volunteers will be amazed to see how organized the parlor cabinets are! They are a work of organizing art and
everything has been clearly labeled. Please take time to see this wonder provided under Mary’s direction.
January 26 was the first week that a formal opportunity, Afterthoughts, was provided to discuss Quakerism, what happened
in worship or to answer questions. Anne Thompson shared the concept of Afterthoughts with us that she was familiar with at
Cambridge. Others have been doing this on an informal basis this fall. The idea is to provide space and time for some
reflection following worship. It will be hosted weekly by interested seasoned Friends in the south east corner of the worship
room. Anyone who has questions or wants to raise a concern is invited to come after announcements and before getting
refreshments. All are invited to participate - long time and new attenders. We will do this as a trial through June.
The Meeting Directory is in the process of being updated and it is not just for members. Even though the papers in the
hall have been taken down, people not in the directory can fill out a form to get in it anytime. There are addition and
correction forms in manilla folders on the foyer table under the window. There are many names of attenders which where
not in the directory.
Welcoming and Fellowship wants to thank everyone for coming up with ways to strengthen our community spiritually
and socially. Together we are building our blessed community. If you have questions or suggestions please see Lyn Ballou,
Dorothy Grannell, Anne Thompson, Ruth Gallagher, Holly Travers, Mary Tracy, Valarie Todd or Sarah Cushman or join us at 9
am on March 15th in the back classroom. Open for ideas and suggestions to explore.
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Indigenous Matters
As noted in our last newsletter, the Maine State-Tribal Task Force held public
meetings from May through December of last year. Its mission was to consider
the negative impacts of the 1980 Indian Claims Settlement Act on the Maine
Tribes and recommend legislation to restore lost rights that are enjoyed by
most tribes in the U.S. Members of the Friends Committee on Maine Public
Policy (FCMPP) and our Episcopalian partners met with Tribal leaders and
attended all six meetings of the Task Force.
In mid-January the Task Force presented its report to the Legislative Joint
Committee on the Judiciary, which has written a single omnibus implementing
bill: L.D. 2094 is 37 pages long and encompasses all 22 of the Task Force’s
recommendations. Those recommendations were approved unanimously by the
kikcokalokiqeminsimusiyik (Wild Roses)–Mihku Paul leaders of all the Maine Tribes. A public hearing will be held in Augusta on
February 14; this may extend into a second hearing on February 21.
Recently several members of FCMPP met with the principal lobbyist for the Tribes. We discussed strategies for passing
the bill and agreed on some specific action steps, to begin immediately. All of these steps will be taken in close
coordination with the wishes of the Tribal leaders. What can you do? Friends are urged to call their legislators, write
letters to the editors of their daily and weekly newspapers, and consider submitting testimony to the Judiciary
Committee, either in person or in writing.
As Southern Maine’s representative on the Friends Committee I’m here as a resource for you. If you’d like more
information or want to be involved in any way, please let me know. If you wish to meet with your own legislators, I’m
willing to provide backup information, including the links to the bill, the Task Force report and responses from the Tribes.
Feel free to mail me at wcobb2@gmail.com, or approach me after a Meeting for Worship.
From The Friends Committee on Maine Public Policy:
Friends in Maine recognize an obligation to witness to the problems of environmental, economic and social injustice
which result from historic relationships between the tribes and local, state and federal government and from ongoing
disputes about the sovereignty of Maine Indian tribes.
As Friends we are mindful of the Queries set before us in “Faith and Practice of New England Yearly Meeting of Friends,”
including:
Do you respect the worth of every human being as a child of God?
Do you uphold the right of all persons to justice and human dignity?
Do you endeavor to create political, social and economic institutions which will sustain and enrich the life of all?
Do you try to protect the natural environment and its creatures against abuse and harmful exploitation?
Do you strive to increase understanding and use of nonviolent methods of resolving conflicts?
Throughout its existence, the Friends Committee has tried to foster a better understanding of the aspirations of Maine
Indians among other citizens in the State of Maine. As Quakers, we believe strongly in the human right to environmental
justice, and the sacred right of Indigenous people to pursue their traditional lifeways, free of harassment or obstruction
by local government.

"For forty years the Maine Tribes and the State of Maine have been in one lawsuit after another over
these injustices. It is time to move beyond contentious litigation so wasteful of resources, and accord
the Tribes the rightful standing their federal recognition conveys."
— Chief Kirk Francis, Penobscot Nation
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As you can see, the walls have gone up and the middle school wing has quickly begun to take shape. The roof
was finished this past weekend. An incredible $2,225,966.60 was pledged or given in a short 18 months to build these
new classrooms! Thank you to Portland Friends Meeting and all who helped us reach this ambitious goal.

You are invited to the Friends School Annual Auction!

Our Live Auction and Iron Chef Competition will be held on Saturday April 4th from 10am-1pm.
The online auction will be "open" for 7 days prior, and will be full of
wonderful, creative items to bid on. You will be able to invite family and
friends near and far to bid.
The Auction is Friend School of Portland's most important fundraising event.
Proceeds go directly to FSP's Annual Fund, which supports the most essential
aspects of FSP - supplements tuition aid and supports our amazing teachers'
salaries and classroom activities. Last year, we had a successful auction
because of all the generous donations of items and services.
We hope that you will consider making a donation towards to auction this
year!
We are beginning to collect auction items for this year's event! The deadline
for donation items is Friday March 20th! Get the creative juices flowing!
Think of a way you love to spend your
time, build community and being kind
to others - is it sitting around a
campfire? Donate a professionally
built stone fire pit. Is it taking time to
relax with family? Donate a week stay
at a cabin. Is it enjoying delicious homemade food? Donate a homemade pie or
cake! Is it spending time in nature learning new things? Donate a plant ID or
mushroom walk. Is it making art? Donate a photograph, watercolor, piece of art
made by you.
Feel free to fill out our online donation form here: https://docs.google.com/forms/
d/1nGSvFZALa6rPDAp-lMXUb3JVZN-Z-HO1K9hzsH99bLM/edit Or print off your
own donation form (see page 9).
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If delivering in person, please bring donations to FSP or be in touch with Brooke to
drop off on a Sunday at PFM brooke@friendsschoolportland.org or 207-558-6214.
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News Briefs
Women's Potluck! February 14th
The Welcoming and Fellowship invites to the first PFM
Women's Potluck on Friday February 14 at 6 pm at the
home of Els Heij. This will be an open forum for
conversation and future planning of gatherings.
Please bring your favorite (vegetarian) dish and nonalcoholic beverage to share to 97 Pitt Street, Portland, ME
04103.
Please note that this is a second floor apartment with
stairs only. Front door facing Pitt Street. Parking on the
street.
Water, tea, plates and silverware provided.
Please RSVP to Els at els_heij@yahoo.com or text
570-228-1485.
Racial Learning Circles
February 16 noon to 1:30 pm bring a lunch!
"Getting it Deeply" How White Folks Keep Racism in
Place
Chapter 2 "Racism and White Supremacy"
Chapter 3 "Racism After the Civil Rights Movement"
facilitated by Julie deSherbinin
PFM Family Promise
February 23 Rise of Meeting "Family Promise Listening
Session" Judy Spross will facilitate a time of sharing joys
and concerns relating to our participation in the program
and consider changes to our process. If you are interested
in becoming PFM Food coordinator please see Judy.
The sign up for our hosting session in April is open. Here
is the link: https://signup.com/go/kdvtZhZ.
Community Contribution Site Changes
St Elizabeth Center at St Luke's Cathedral will no longer
take clothing. St. Elizabeth's is concentrating its focus to
offer daily, basic essentials that are most needed by those
living on a tight budget (toilet paper, diapers, feminine
products, laundry detergent, body soap, deodorant,
dental products, etc.) and household linens (towels,
sheets, blankets, comforters, new pillows, etc.) and
kitchen household goods (sets of dishes, cooking utensils,
flatware, pots, pans, etc.) that are needed when setting
up house.
Woodfords Congregational Church is accepting donations
by appointment only. Check with them about what they
will take. Contact Amy Johnson by email at
amyfjohn@gmail.com or by text at 207-632-4768
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Hearty Snacks February 2020
2

Sue Nelson, Kate Silvers

9

Justin and Acacia Fenty
Nathan Broaddus

16

Liz and Jim Maier

23

Lyn Ballou, Jessica Eller and Chris Fitze

Traveling Minister Visit - March 2nd 6PM
Friend Mey Hasbrook, of Kalamazoo Friends Meeting,
Lake Erie Yearly Meeting, is traveling among Friends in
New England in February and March and will be joining
us in Portland on Monday evening, March 2nd. Mey’s
travel minute says she “is led to nourish right relationship
through spiritual roots. She seeks to bridge care of the
Earth with care of human communities….draw[ing] up
Indigenous teachings and her experience as an artist and
activist to shine new light on sustainability.”
This is an exciting opportunity for us to be curious and to
be faithful. What could God have in mind for us, that She
would send this Friend to us? What lesson could this
person’s presence offer us?
We’ll gather at 6pm for a shared meal at the
meetinghouse (feel free to bring a potluck dish, I’ll make
a big pot of soup and bread), followed by Mey’s program
and a period of worship. If you have questions about this
gathering or about traveling ministry, don’t hesitate to be
in touch! - Jay O’Hara, oharjo@gmail.com, 774-313-0881

Portland Friends Meeting Email Lists
Our Meeting has two email lists, or, “google groups.”
1) PFM Life of the Meeting, for items directly related to
Portland Friends Meeting business and/or directly
Quaker items.
2) PFM Wider Community, for any items of interest
from the PFM community to share, not necessarily
directly related to Quakers, including personal
invitations or community events.
To send an announcement to PFM Life of the Meeting,
email: pfm-life-of-the-meeting@googlegroups.com.
To send an announcement to PFM Wider Community,
email: pfm-wider-community@googlegroups.com.
For any questions related to the lists:
pfm.email.list.owner@gmail.com.

Portland Friends Meeting
1837 Forest Ave
Portland, ME 04103

Address Service Requested

Next newsletter deadline:
Tuesday, March 3, 11:59pm
submissions: pfmnewsletter@grantwinners.net

